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The Lee-Enfield is one of the 20th century's most recognisable and longest-serving military
rifles. It was adopted by the British Army in 1895 and only replaced by the L1A1 SLR in 1957. It
saw combat from the Boer War onwards, and thousands are still in use today; it is estimated that
17 million have been produced. Soldier's recollections of the rifle are overwhelmingly
affectionate (it was known as the Smellie); today it remains a very popular target rifle for
competitive shooting, and modern copies are being manufactured to meet demand. Featuring
first-hand accounts, brand-new full-colour artwork and close-up photographs, this is the story of
the Lee-Enfield, the innovative, reliable and long-lived rifle that equipped British and other forces
through the world wars and beyond.
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INTRODUCTIONThere are few rifles as immediately recognizable as the No. 1 Mk III Short,
Magazine Lee-Enfield (SMLE). Service rifles seldom had nicknames bestowed on them; the
generic ‘bundook’ (from bundhook, the Hindustani word for a rifle) was commonly used in the
19th and early 20th centuries, but the Mk III Lee-Enfield was one of very few modern rifles to
earn an affectionate name, that of the ‘Smellie’. The pugnacious muzzle with its jutting bayonet
boss and distinctive protective wings on the fore- and rearsights give it an appearance unlike
that of any other military rifle of its time, and it has subsequently become an iconic symbol,
particularly of World War I.Yet the Mk III was only one of 13 Enfield models adopted throughout
the course of its service life. (This figure covers only the official patterns, not modified rifles such
as the Mk I*.) Its initial introduction came in the guise of the Lee-Metford, which had an approval
date of 22 December 1888; its full title was announced as Rifle, Magazine Lee-Metford Mk 8,
August 1891. From 1888, therefore, until finally taken out of service, the Lee-Enfield served the
British and Commonwealth armies for slightly less than 100 years. Although as a service rifle it
was replaced by the FN/FAL in the British Army in 1957, the sniper variant, the L42A1, was to
continue in use until supplanted by the Accuracy International L96A1 rifle in 1982. The Lee-
Enfield saw combat through two world wars and a host of lesser conflicts, and it has been used
in every conceivable theatre of war, from the trenches of World War I to the bitter cold of Norway
in 1940, and from the blazing deserts of the Middle East to the jungles of Burma. It was carried
by Allied troops in its millions and its high build quality and tough construction made it all but
indestructible. It has long been regarded as militarily obsolete, yet examples are still found
across the world being carried by irregular troops, police, militia and insurgents. Lee-Enfields are
often recovered in Afghanistan, where they have been used against Coalition soldiers. News
footage today frequently shows Third World soldiers carrying assorted models of the Lee-Enfield
and the readily available supply of spare parts means that they are unlikely to vanish for some
time yet. Indeed, so popular is the marque that there are now several companies manufacturing
replacement parts.Exactly how the Lee-Enfield came into being is a fascinating and sometimes
complex story. It occurred, quite fortunately, at a time when the British Army was looking for a
new and modern rifle design to replace the single-shot Martini-Henry with its outmoded falling-
block action (this was a simple breech-block that was raised or lowered by means of a lever
beneath the trigger – strong, reliable but slow to operate). The net result was a new rifle whose
development was not simply the result of a drawingboard exercise at the Royal Small Arms



Factory (RSAF) at Enfield Lock, but in fact owed much to the success of a number of existing
designs of magazine bolt-action rifles. Its introduction was not without problems and it had many
detractors, but it proved to be the most reliable and enduring of British service rifles and was,
uniquely, issued as a single model to all branches of the armed services.Four men of 2nd
Battalion, The Gordon Highlanders, cautiously advance through a village in northern France,
late 1944. Two, with fixed bayonets on their No. 4 rifles, cover the rear, while the others watch for
enemy snipers. (IWM B 14608)

DEVELOPMENTTrials and tribulationsIn 1871 the British Army was re-equipped with the reliable
single-shot .450in Martini-Henry rifle, which had replaced the stop-gap breechloading Snider in
service since 1866. The Martini was regarded as something of a milestone in weapon design
and production when first introduced, but by the mid-1870s magazine-fed rifles were becoming
available, although there were design limitations imposed because of the primitive ammunition.
Black-powder-loaded cartridges were generally big, their large bullets requiring an equally large
charge, and attempting to magazine-feed these cartridges was problematic. In addition, the
cartridge bodies were made of brass foil and the rifle extractor had a distressing habit of tearing
the riveted steel base off during extraction, leaving the body of the case jammed in the breech.
They were also slow to reload, but at least that prevented, in the minds of the Board of
Ordnance, the wanton wastage of ammunition by the soldiery that would result from introducing
a faster-firing mechanism. The Martini-Henry was a well-designed and soldier-proof weapon,
successful enough to be considered for possible modification to use an improved cartridge, the
smaller .402in, which could be fed by means of a side-mounted magazine. It may well have been
introduced as the next rifle for general service had not events in Europe caused a drastic re-
evaluation by the Board in the mid-1880s.What changed the Board’s collective mind was the
emergence in 1884 of a smokeless propellant called pyrocellulose (nitrocellulose as it is now
known), a chemical formula perfected by a French chemist named Paul Vieille. The new powder
burned hotter and faster than black powder, resulting in higher pressure and faster velocity, and
enabling bullet diameters to be much reduced. Crucially, it did not create the awful corrosive
fouling of gunpowder or expose the shooter’s position by creating a pall of white smoke. It would
be a slight exaggeration to say that black powder became obsolete overnight, but with the
introduction of nitro powder its use in Europe dwindled very rapidly and smokeless propellants
had become predominant within a couple of years, which was, by any standards, a very short
timescale indeed.Several individuals were to contribute materially to the eventual success of the
Lee-Enfield rifles, and one of the most significant was William Metford. Born in Taunton in 1824,
Metford inherited his love of firearms from his doctor father and in 1840 became an engineering
apprentice for the Wiltshire, Somerset & Weymouth Railway. Metford was particularly intrigued
by ballistics and bullet design, and for target use he produced ammunition that was renowned
for its accuracy. (He did not patent it, and it is highly probable that Joseph Whitworth later pirated
the design for use in his rifles.) But it was his work on barrel rifling that was to prove one of the



most crucial elements in the development of the Lee-Enfield rifles. He believed, with justification,
that the use of smaller-calibre bullets was more efficient than the traditional large lead types. He
created a barrel with shallow seven-groove left-hand twist rifling that proved extremely stable for
black-powder loaded ammunition, and when mated to the experimental .402in bullet it seemed
that an ideal compromise had been reached. Indeed, the introduction of a new .402in Martini-
Metford rifle was seen by many as almost a foregone conclusion.Working in parallel with Metford
was another brilliant engineer, a Scot named James Paris Lee, born in Hawick in 1831. Having
made his own gun at the age of 12, Lee became happily obsessed with firearms and explosives
for the rest of his life, despite accidentally shooting himself twice, and blowing himself up with a
gunpowder charge that put him in hospital for 18 months. He surprised his family by actually
reaching adulthood and it was fortunate that he did so, for his later work would prove vital in the
development of the modern rifle. He initially became an apprentice clock-maker, but moved to
Ontario in Canada at the age of 18, then on to Wisconsin in the USA in 1858. By this time he had
achieved some modest success as a firearms designer. He felt that the future of small-arms
design lay in a combination of breech-loading and repeating fire using magazines, so he began
to experiment with breech-loading conversions of existing rifles. His Springfield rifle conversion
was very efficient, and during the American Civil War he received an order for 1,000, which
unfortunately for him coincided with the end of the conflict.Propellants: left to right, black powder,
cordite and nitrocellulose. (Author)The Owen-Jones slide-action rifle, one of several attempts to
modify the Martini-Henry into a magazine-fed rifle. The Martini’s falling-block action was not
easy to convert to magazine loading, and such weapons would have been expensive. (© Board
of Trustees of the Armouries; ex-MoD Pattern Room Collection)At the same time, Lee was trying
to perfect a more sophisticated pattern of rifle, in which multiple cartridges could be stored and
fired as fast as they could be loaded. A modified Martini-Henry with side-mounted magazine
worked tolerably well, being capable of firing 28 rounds per minute (rpm), but chambering and
ejecting the cartridges proved awkward with the Martini’s falling-block action. Lee’s genius was
in producing a magazine that fitted underneath the receiver body, in which the cartridges were
stacked vertically on top of a feed plate that had a Z-shaped spring underneath it. This design
meant that the magazine could only be reloaded when it was detached, but Lee suggested that
spare loaded magazines could be carried for quick replacement. Ever mindful of the concerns
the Army had over ammunition wastage, he stressed that these magazines could be loaded with
one round at a time if so required, or removed totally (thereby negating the whole purpose of
magazine loading). In 1876 Lee introduced his rotating-bolt (turnbolt) rifle, although this was not
by any means the first of its type. In the USA the Ward-Burton had been issued in 1871, the
Merrill-Brown in 1872 and the Hotchkiss in 1878. However, the Lee design was both simple and
strong, and was extremely influential in shaping the design of the later family of Enfield
rifles.While in London in 1879, Colonel Frank Hyde of the Sharps Rifle Company – then the
manufacturer of the Lee design – presented a Lee Model 1879 rifle to the Small Arms
Committee (SAC) of the War Office for testing. Britain was keen to upgrade its existing Martini-



Henry service rifle, and in March 1880 exhaustive testing was begun with nine models. These
were: the Gardner rifle; the Green rifle; the Hotchkiss Model 1880 rifle; the Kropatschek system
rifle; the Lee Model 1879 rifle; the Lee carbine; the Winchester Model 1876 rifle; the Vetterli
Model 1878 rifle; and the Mauser Model 1871 modified with Lee-pattern magazine.The
committee disliked tube magazines, reasoning that they were potentially dangerous, as the nose
of each bullet rested on the primer of the cartridge in front. This attitude was reinforced after
Private G. Gregory of The Royal Welsh Fusiliers was badly injured when a cartridge in the
Winchester detonated in the magazine during testing. Three models – the Hotchkiss,
Winchester and Kropatschek – were immediately eliminated and never again were tube
magazines considered for British military service. After considerable testing, the Model 1879
Lee, Mauser and Green were regarded as potentially worthy of future trials, but there were some
reservations about the Lee:The Lee-Burton rotating-bolt action was a great step forwards in rifle
design, but while the hopper magazines were simple, it proved difficult to ensure they functioned
reliably. (© Board of Trustees of the Armouries; ex-MoD Pattern Room Collection)The parts
seem strong and easy to manufacture [but] the action of the extractor is not satisfactory …
chiefly due to the form of the extractor. The action … is so arranged as to compress the
mainspring at the same time as the cartridge is pushed into the chamber. This is a disadvantage
as the force necessary to compress the spring entirely prevents feeding the cartridge into the
chamber … it is essential that it should be felt and withdrawn instead of being driven home …
which is liable to cause premature explosion before the bolt is locked.1In other words, the
mainspring was far too strong, and in the event of a fired cartridge sticking in the breech it was
possible (although highly unlikely) that a fresh round could be detonated without being properly
chambered. Notwithstanding this, it was felt that the Lee had sufficient merit to be worthy of
further examination. The bolt design of the Lee cocked the striker as the bolt was closed,
whereas the Mauser cocked on opening. In addition, the locking lug system was at the rear of
the bolt and while some believed it to be less strong than the Mauser, it was certainly faster to
operate. Unfortunately the Lee was chambered for the .45in Springfield cartridge, which was not
a British service calibre, so the staff at the RSAF Enfield requested permission to convert it
to .45in Gatling by the simple expedient of putting a Henry barrel into it and modifying several
internal parts; this weapon was subsequently known as the Improved Model of 1882.In spring
1883, another Lee was delivered to the RSAF Enfield for trials. This was a Model 1882
Remington-Lee, Remington by now having been contracted to manufacture the rifles. It was
tested against an Owen-Jones falling-block rifle and another Lee fitted with a Bethel Burton
external magazine. The Model 1882 acquitted itself very well, the SAC report of 1884 stating that
‘This rifle is fitted with a simple and strong bolt action and differs from most bolt guns in having a
powerful extraction, the original mechanism having been improved at the RSAF. The
components of the breech-action are few in number, are easily manufactured, and are not liable
to become unserviceable from use.’2 The Committee also liked the fact that the magazine was
detachable, stating that ‘The magazine … is carried filled on the person of the soldier and is only



attached to the rifle when required. The magazine must be removed from the rifle for the
purpose of recharging it.’3 A magazine cut-off was fitted to the left side of the rifle to prevent
‘unwarranted expenditure of the ammunition’.4 The cut-off served to turn the rifle into a single-
shot weapon when the magazine was detached.New Zealand troops occupy a breastwork
trench in the Armentières sector of the Western Front, June 1916. The man second from left is
aiming a periscope rifle while a spotter watches through a trench periscope. Their relaxed
demeanour indicates a posed photograph, taken while out of immediate danger. (IWM Q
666)The rifle was found to be quick to load and shoot – 5.6 seconds for six rounds and 22.3
seconds for ten rounds – and the accuracy of the .45in bullet was considered acceptable for
military purposes, being capable of grouping a little over 2in at 100yd and achieving an 8in
group at 500yd. Nothing was ever rushed where military trials were concerned, though, and the
president of SAC requested that further exhaustive tests be undertaken in November 1886,
between the two front-runners, the Owen-Jones and an RSAF-modified .402in Lee. These were
tested, not by the Army but by the Royal Navy at HMS Excellent, the Portsmouth-based
weapons testing and training establishment. The Navy were nothing if not thorough, and their
report of December 1886 stated in précis that, of the two models:The Lee was of much greater
simplicity of construction and less likely to get out of order. Spare parts were much more easily
replaced … the Lee-Burton magazine was much more simple and easily detached, the Lee
extractor more powerful … and … the bolt action was preferred over the block due to its shorter
movement: the falling block had the disadvantage of carrying dust or wet into the rifle when the
block was lowered.5But still no decision was made, for there had been two new arrivals in the
firearms marketplace, the Rubini and Schulhof rifles. Both of these weapons were equipped with
side-mounted hopper magazines and had bolt-action mechanisms, so SAC delayed its decision
until they too had been tested. In some ways this delay was to the benefit of Lee, for an improved
Model 1886 Remington-Lee with detachable box magazine was by then available, and an
example of this latest rifle was provided for test in mid-January 1887. Bolt design was simplified
to facilitate disassembly6 and the cut-off was now situated on the right side. Perhaps of greater
importance to SAC was the new design of five-round box magazine, mounted underneath the
receiver. The initial trials rifles had magazines that required them to be removed prior to loading,
but the new model could be loaded in situ, through the top of the receiver. Several were fitted
with the new Speed patent magazine cut-off device, which enabled a full magazine to be
isolated by sliding a steel plate across the top, while still allowing single rounds to be fired.7 (J.J.
Speed was the manager of the RSAF at Enfield from 1891 to 1909; he took out a number of
useful patents, but never received any monetary reward from the War Office for them.) The rifle
was chambered for the 11mm or .43in Spanish cartridge and was the final model supplied to
SAC (that model is now in the collection of the Royal Armouries).

DEVELOPMENTTrials and tribulationsIn 1871 the British Army was re-equipped with the reliable
single-shot .450in Martini-Henry rifle, which had replaced the stop-gap breechloading Snider in



service since 1866. The Martini was regarded as something of a milestone in weapon design
and production when first introduced, but by the mid-1870s magazine-fed rifles were becoming
available, although there were design limitations imposed because of the primitive ammunition.
Black-powder-loaded cartridges were generally big, their large bullets requiring an equally large
charge, and attempting to magazine-feed these cartridges was problematic. In addition, the
cartridge bodies were made of brass foil and the rifle extractor had a distressing habit of tearing
the riveted steel base off during extraction, leaving the body of the case jammed in the breech.
They were also slow to reload, but at least that prevented, in the minds of the Board of
Ordnance, the wanton wastage of ammunition by the soldiery that would result from introducing
a faster-firing mechanism. The Martini-Henry was a well-designed and soldier-proof weapon,
successful enough to be considered for possible modification to use an improved cartridge, the
smaller .402in, which could be fed by means of a side-mounted magazine. It may well have been
introduced as the next rifle for general service had not events in Europe caused a drastic re-
evaluation by the Board in the mid-1880s.What changed the Board’s collective mind was the
emergence in 1884 of a smokeless propellant called pyrocellulose (nitrocellulose as it is now
known), a chemical formula perfected by a French chemist named Paul Vieille. The new powder
burned hotter and faster than black powder, resulting in higher pressure and faster velocity, and
enabling bullet diameters to be much reduced. Crucially, it did not create the awful corrosive
fouling of gunpowder or expose the shooter’s position by creating a pall of white smoke. It would
be a slight exaggeration to say that black powder became obsolete overnight, but with the
introduction of nitro powder its use in Europe dwindled very rapidly and smokeless propellants
had become predominant within a couple of years, which was, by any standards, a very short
timescale indeed.Several individuals were to contribute materially to the eventual success of the
Lee-Enfield rifles, and one of the most significant was William Metford. Born in Taunton in 1824,
Metford inherited his love of firearms from his doctor father and in 1840 became an engineering
apprentice for the Wiltshire, Somerset & Weymouth Railway. Metford was particularly intrigued
by ballistics and bullet design, and for target use he produced ammunition that was renowned
for its accuracy. (He did not patent it, and it is highly probable that Joseph Whitworth later pirated
the design for use in his rifles.) But it was his work on barrel rifling that was to prove one of the
most crucial elements in the development of the Lee-Enfield rifles. He believed, with justification,
that the use of smaller-calibre bullets was more efficient than the traditional large lead types. He
created a barrel with shallow seven-groove left-hand twist rifling that proved extremely stable for
black-powder loaded ammunition, and when mated to the experimental .402in bullet it seemed
that an ideal compromise had been reached. Indeed, the introduction of a new .402in Martini-
Metford rifle was seen by many as almost a foregone conclusion.Working in parallel with Metford
was another brilliant engineer, a Scot named James Paris Lee, born in Hawick in 1831. Having
made his own gun at the age of 12, Lee became happily obsessed with firearms and explosives
for the rest of his life, despite accidentally shooting himself twice, and blowing himself up with a
gunpowder charge that put him in hospital for 18 months. He surprised his family by actually



reaching adulthood and it was fortunate that he did so, for his later work would prove vital in the
development of the modern rifle. He initially became an apprentice clock-maker, but moved to
Ontario in Canada at the age of 18, then on to Wisconsin in the USA in 1858. By this time he had
achieved some modest success as a firearms designer. He felt that the future of small-arms
design lay in a combination of breech-loading and repeating fire using magazines, so he began
to experiment with breech-loading conversions of existing rifles. His Springfield rifle conversion
was very efficient, and during the American Civil War he received an order for 1,000, which
unfortunately for him coincided with the end of the conflict.Propellants: left to right, black powder,
cordite and nitrocellulose. (Author)The Owen-Jones slide-action rifle, one of several attempts to
modify the Martini-Henry into a magazine-fed rifle. The Martini’s falling-block action was not
easy to convert to magazine loading, and such weapons would have been expensive. (© Board
of Trustees of the Armouries; ex-MoD Pattern Room Collection)At the same time, Lee was trying
to perfect a more sophisticated pattern of rifle, in which multiple cartridges could be stored and
fired as fast as they could be loaded. A modified Martini-Henry with side-mounted magazine
worked tolerably well, being capable of firing 28 rounds per minute (rpm), but chambering and
ejecting the cartridges proved awkward with the Martini’s falling-block action. Lee’s genius was
in producing a magazine that fitted underneath the receiver body, in which the cartridges were
stacked vertically on top of a feed plate that had a Z-shaped spring underneath it. This design
meant that the magazine could only be reloaded when it was detached, but Lee suggested that
spare loaded magazines could be carried for quick replacement. Ever mindful of the concerns
the Army had over ammunition wastage, he stressed that these magazines could be loaded with
one round at a time if so required, or removed totally (thereby negating the whole purpose of
magazine loading). In 1876 Lee introduced his rotating-bolt (turnbolt) rifle, although this was not
by any means the first of its type. In the USA the Ward-Burton had been issued in 1871, the
Merrill-Brown in 1872 and the Hotchkiss in 1878. However, the Lee design was both simple and
strong, and was extremely influential in shaping the design of the later family of Enfield
rifles.While in London in 1879, Colonel Frank Hyde of the Sharps Rifle Company – then the
manufacturer of the Lee design – presented a Lee Model 1879 rifle to the Small Arms
Committee (SAC) of the War Office for testing. Britain was keen to upgrade its existing Martini-
Henry service rifle, and in March 1880 exhaustive testing was begun with nine models. These
were: the Gardner rifle; the Green rifle; the Hotchkiss Model 1880 rifle; the Kropatschek system
rifle; the Lee Model 1879 rifle; the Lee carbine; the Winchester Model 1876 rifle; the Vetterli
Model 1878 rifle; and the Mauser Model 1871 modified with Lee-pattern magazine.The
committee disliked tube magazines, reasoning that they were potentially dangerous, as the nose
of each bullet rested on the primer of the cartridge in front. This attitude was reinforced after
Private G. Gregory of The Royal Welsh Fusiliers was badly injured when a cartridge in the
Winchester detonated in the magazine during testing. Three models – the Hotchkiss,
Winchester and Kropatschek – were immediately eliminated and never again were tube
magazines considered for British military service. After considerable testing, the Model 1879



Lee, Mauser and Green were regarded as potentially worthy of future trials, but there were some
reservations about the Lee:The Lee-Burton rotating-bolt action was a great step forwards in rifle
design, but while the hopper magazines were simple, it proved difficult to ensure they functioned
reliably. (© Board of Trustees of the Armouries; ex-MoD Pattern Room Collection)The parts
seem strong and easy to manufacture [but] the action of the extractor is not satisfactory …
chiefly due to the form of the extractor. The action … is so arranged as to compress the
mainspring at the same time as the cartridge is pushed into the chamber. This is a disadvantage
as the force necessary to compress the spring entirely prevents feeding the cartridge into the
chamber … it is essential that it should be felt and withdrawn instead of being driven home …
which is liable to cause premature explosion before the bolt is locked.1In other words, the
mainspring was far too strong, and in the event of a fired cartridge sticking in the breech it was
possible (although highly unlikely) that a fresh round could be detonated without being properly
chambered. Notwithstanding this, it was felt that the Lee had sufficient merit to be worthy of
further examination. The bolt design of the Lee cocked the striker as the bolt was closed,
whereas the Mauser cocked on opening. In addition, the locking lug system was at the rear of
the bolt and while some believed it to be less strong than the Mauser, it was certainly faster to
operate. Unfortunately the Lee was chambered for the .45in Springfield cartridge, which was not
a British service calibre, so the staff at the RSAF Enfield requested permission to convert it
to .45in Gatling by the simple expedient of putting a Henry barrel into it and modifying several
internal parts; this weapon was subsequently known as the Improved Model of 1882.In spring
1883, another Lee was delivered to the RSAF Enfield for trials. This was a Model 1882
Remington-Lee, Remington by now having been contracted to manufacture the rifles. It was
tested against an Owen-Jones falling-block rifle and another Lee fitted with a Bethel Burton
external magazine. The Model 1882 acquitted itself very well, the SAC report of 1884 stating that
‘This rifle is fitted with a simple and strong bolt action and differs from most bolt guns in having a
powerful extraction, the original mechanism having been improved at the RSAF. The
components of the breech-action are few in number, are easily manufactured, and are not liable
to become unserviceable from use.’2 The Committee also liked the fact that the magazine was
detachable, stating that ‘The magazine … is carried filled on the person of the soldier and is only
attached to the rifle when required. The magazine must be removed from the rifle for the
purpose of recharging it.’3 A magazine cut-off was fitted to the left side of the rifle to prevent
‘unwarranted expenditure of the ammunition’.4 The cut-off served to turn the rifle into a single-
shot weapon when the magazine was detached.New Zealand troops occupy a breastwork
trench in the Armentières sector of the Western Front, June 1916. The man second from left is
aiming a periscope rifle while a spotter watches through a trench periscope. Their relaxed
demeanour indicates a posed photograph, taken while out of immediate danger. (IWM Q
666)The rifle was found to be quick to load and shoot – 5.6 seconds for six rounds and 22.3
seconds for ten rounds – and the accuracy of the .45in bullet was considered acceptable for
military purposes, being capable of grouping a little over 2in at 100yd and achieving an 8in



group at 500yd. Nothing was ever rushed where military trials were concerned, though, and the
president of SAC requested that further exhaustive tests be undertaken in November 1886,
between the two front-runners, the Owen-Jones and an RSAF-modified .402in Lee. These were
tested, not by the Army but by the Royal Navy at HMS Excellent, the Portsmouth-based
weapons testing and training establishment. The Navy were nothing if not thorough, and their
report of December 1886 stated in précis that, of the two models:The Lee was of much greater
simplicity of construction and less likely to get out of order. Spare parts were much more easily
replaced … the Lee-Burton magazine was much more simple and easily detached, the Lee
extractor more powerful … and … the bolt action was preferred over the block due to its shorter
movement: the falling block had the disadvantage of carrying dust or wet into the rifle when the
block was lowered.5But still no decision was made, for there had been two new arrivals in the
firearms marketplace, the Rubini and Schulhof rifles. Both of these weapons were equipped with
side-mounted hopper magazines and had bolt-action mechanisms, so SAC delayed its decision
until they too had been tested. In some ways this delay was to the benefit of Lee, for an improved
Model 1886 Remington-Lee with detachable box magazine was by then available, and an
example of this latest rifle was provided for test in mid-January 1887. Bolt design was simplified
to facilitate disassembly6 and the cut-off was now situated on the right side. Perhaps of greater
importance to SAC was the new design of five-round box magazine, mounted underneath the
receiver. The initial trials rifles had magazines that required them to be removed prior to loading,
but the new model could be loaded in situ, through the top of the receiver. Several were fitted
with the new Speed patent magazine cut-off device, which enabled a full magazine to be
isolated by sliding a steel plate across the top, while still allowing single rounds to be fired.7 (J.J.
Speed was the manager of the RSAF at Enfield from 1891 to 1909; he took out a number of
useful patents, but never received any monetary reward from the War Office for them.) The rifle
was chambered for the 11mm or .43in Spanish cartridge and was the final model supplied to
SAC (that model is now in the collection of the Royal Armouries).A nice picture of a typical early-
World War I Regular soldier wearing full marching order. His Mk I SMLE has the Pattern 1907
bayonet fitted, still with its troublesome hooked quillon. (Peter Smith)In a lecture at the Royal
United Services Institute (RUSI) in the summer of 1887, Major-General Bray of the SAC outlined
the main dilemma facing the committee in making the right choice:The Remington Lee is a
splendid weapon; it has a magazine underneath which contains six [sic] cartridges, it has a
beautiful barrel, and is an admirable weapon, having this advantage: the captain of the company
can control the magazine fire. The … soldier … recovers the arm at the word ‘Magazine load’. It
is done in an instant. Then he can also give the order ‘Magazine unload’ so that he controls the
fire of his company. Whereas if the cartridges are in the barrel of the gun, or in the magazines
under the entire control of the soldier, when once you get into action you will find it almost
impossible to control the fire of your men. There are two views to take of a rifle – the accurate fire
question and the military efficiency question, and they are as distinct as two things can well be
from each other. The theoretical men are all for putting on bull’s eyes at 1,000 yards [914m], the



practical men are for putting a rifle in the hands of the British soldier with which he can shoot
down his enemy at distances under 400 yards [366m], those important points must never be
separated.8That this new rifle met with approval is evidenced in the final SAC report, which
recommended the adoption of the Lee action and magazine system, with a few caveats, namely
that the best form of rifling be decided on, the bolt be improved and a suitable cartridge adopted.
The first two problems were fairly easily solved: seven-groove Metford rifling was believed to be
the most efficient and modification to the bolt-locking system was undertaken. Some 350 Model
1888 Lee Trials rifles were to be manufactured at Enfield, provisionally called the ‘.303 Pattern
Magazine Trials rifle, 1888’ and 50 carbines (eventually 387 rifles and 51 carbines were
completed). These were considerably improved over the previous Lee models, incorporating a
large number of modifications, such as: a pivoting bolt-head, which could be replaced easily to
ensure correct cartridge head-spacing; a thumb-latch on the cocking piece of the bolt; a longer
ejector; strengthened body; reduced magazine dimensions (the magazine was held by a small
chain to prevent loss); a butt trap for oil and cleaning jag; a cleaning rod; and a modified bayonet
lug for a new pattern of knife bayonet, the Pattern 1888. All that was left now was further testing
in order to determine exactly what the optimal calibre and charge should be.EARLY
CARTRIDGE DEVELOPMENTThe US government .45-70in ammunition used in the Lee Model
1879 rifles was never adopted by the British Army, so the improved model chambering the .45in
Gatling was simply a stopgap measure, and the Remington Lee models supplied in 1886 had all
been adapted for the proposed new .402in cartridge. The rifle could well have been adopted at
this point in the new calibre, but Vieille’s introduction of smokeless propellant and its inordinately
rapid adoption by the French Army as the Modèle 1886 Lebel 8mm rifle rendered obsolete all
previous experimental work with black-powder ammunition. Suddenly, small-calibre, high-
velocity rounds were de rigeur and governments around the world were caught up in the rush to
adopt this new ammunition.It could not have come at a more awkward time for Britain; having
invested so much time and money in developing the new .402in round, it was faced with having
to change course mid-stream. However, one of the surprise results that had come from the
earlier rifle testing was the performance of one of the rifles, or rather its cartridge. The Model
1889 Swiss Rubin chambered a 7.5×53mm rimless cartridge and its performance was excellent.
With a 130-grain paper-patched bullet (the bullet was wrapped in a thin layer of paper to seal the
bore and prevent lead stripping against this rifling) it achieved a heady 3,000ft/sec (914m/sec);
even with heavier 174-grain military ball, it produced an impressive 2,560ft/sec (780m/sec),
giving it an effective range in excess of 1,500yd (1,371m) with greater energy and flatter
trajectory than any contemporary black-powder load. The design of the Rubin cartridge was
regarded by Britain as difficult for mass production. Its rimless, acute bottlenecked design was
disliked by SAC, who believed it was prone to jamming as well as being difficult for chambering
in machine guns. It was also felt to be likely to snag on the rim of the preceding cartridge. The
bullet was therefore altered to .303in (actually .312in) and while a semi-rimless design
performed excellently, the superintendent of RSAF was so opposed to it that it was abandoned



in favour of a fully rimmed case, which was manufactured by Royal Laboratories, Woolwich. The
new cartridge was finally adopted on 2 February 1889, as the ‘Cartridge, S.A. Ball .303 inch
Powder, Mk I’. At this point, it was determined that all military ammunition be date- and
manufacturer-marked by means of stampings on the base, so that any batch that proved faulty
could be traced, a practice that continues in both commercial and military ammunition
manufacturing to this day.
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Snoosh, “The story of a famous and great rifle. Great insights into a famous rifle. We own one,
enjoy its history and enjoy shooting it (targets), and how it came to be what it is and its role in the
world is fascinating.  Well written and fairly complete.”

Dirk L., “Great history book. Full of information on the Lee Enfield”

Rick, “I am not a great fan of The Weapon Series from Osprey, but this one was pretty good.. I
only have 4 titles from this series, but of course have picked up other titles to glance thru. The
manufacturing & development of a weapon does not really interest me, however the storied
history of the SMLE was too hard to resist. I can only say that this is a pretty good book to have
as a quick reference when reading about WW1, WW2, or any of the smaller conflicts that it
appeared in.”

BYB, “Everything you need to learn about your SMLE.. Must have if you own a SMLE. Provides a
interesting history of this weapon.”

Boi Named Sous, “Good history. Not a guide to maintenance.. Not gonna lie: I was impressed. If
you have an Enfield and are wondering about the history of the design, this is the book for you.”

Nathaniel Gregoire, “Cover had a crease in it. Bought this as a gift for my dad (he already has
the rifle). Had a crease in the cover when I got it. Otherwise very good book with great pictures.
Dad was pleased!”

John Kevin O’Brien, “Awesome book. Pictures could be better but there. Pictures of the 40s and
50s. Awesome book. Pictures could be better but there. Pictures of the 40s and 50s”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great book. I’m teaching my son gunsmithing this book supplies
knowledge of weapons as well as just learning the mechanics. Know the weapon history helps
make a better a better gunsmith”

Redkite, “A great reference book for anyone who's interested in the venerable SMLE. I
purchased this book, after owning several others in the series, and I wasn’t disappointed. If you
know nothing about this service rife which British and Commonwealth troops used through two
world wars, this is a good place to start.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. one of my faves”

Tranter UK, “Excellent and useful guide.. Well written and useful. As a former head curator from



the Royal Armouries, the author knows his subject. I have read others he has written and as
here, he clearly takes the time to fully research his subject.”

Mr. D. G. Downey, “Five Stars. Very good”

The book by Martin Pegler has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 126 people have provided feedback.
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